BADA
Symposium
2020

GENERAL
PROGRAM
OUTLINE
Monday, May 11th
12:00pm-12:30pm Arrival
(please note that we will not be providing
lunch, though snacks will be provided!)

Kick off Gathering
Regional Meetings
Social Time
Tuesday, May 12th
Keynote with Steve Salvo
Lunchtime gathering for mentors/mentees
(details attached)

BADA Spring Meeting
BADA Committee Meetings
Concurrent Session A (details
attached)
Concurrent Session B (details
attached)
Break-Time Activities
Social Time
Wednesday, May 13th
Lunchtime gathering for Ravenna users with
Ryan Bowse

Keynote with Collette Bowers Zinn
Concurrent Session C (details
attached)
Concurrent Session D (details
attached)
1pm Lunch
2pm Departure

PROGRAM
DESCRIPTIONS
KEYNOTE SESSIONS:

Enhancing School Culture as a Critical Function of Enrollment
Management - Steve Salvo, Assistant Head of School, Trinity
Episcopal School (New Orleans, LA)
Admission leaders are commonly pigeonholed into siloed roles such as the
master tour giver or primary point of contact for prospective families. This
limits the impact we can have on guiding other variables related to
constituents’ experiences that can serve as primary drivers of families’
decision to enroll and re-enroll. To maximize returns on marketing,
recruitment, and retention efforts, enrollment management professionals
must be School Culture experts. This requires knowledge of trends and
research-based best practices that support key customer satisfaction
metrics while also promoting a positive faculty culture. The modern day
enrollment management professional must be empowered to work
alongside the Head of School and other leaders in creating a student
experience and school-wide culture that promote powerful internal and
external marketing messages that resonate. In this session, we’ll discuss how
to assess school culture, what data is available to support your assessment,
share tips for “influencing from the middle”, and you’ll leave with some
action items, both short and longer term, to help move the needle at your
school.

I’m ready to do the diversity, equity and inclusion work, who’s
with me? How to Lead the Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
Revolution on Your Campus - Collette Bowers Zinn, Zinn
Education Management
As enrollment managers, leading authentic work to create more diverse,
equitable and inclusive independent school communities can at first appear
daunting and isolating. Yet, you are uniquely positioned to provide distinct
perspectives and influence paramount to this critical work. As such, it is
imperative that we take an honest look at our own biases before being able
to genuinely engage in the work of better understanding and championing
the DEI needs of our school communities. Creating a definitive plan is the
first step. Regardless of where you are on the path towards better
understanding and supporting DEI in your school community, this session
will explore five steps to move your intent to engage your school community
in meaningful DEI work into immediate impact. Our time together will be
enlightening, interactive, and inspiring, engaging beginning and advanced
practitioners alike, as we work collaboratively to support each other in
developing the foundational game plans necessary to acknowledge, face,
and initiate this imperative work. Implicit bias, mission, data, cultural
celebrations, curriculum, and a variety of additional topics, will be discussed
as we examine why and how they should be reviewed while creating and
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implementing your definitive DEI leadership plan.

CONCURRENT
SESSIONS
TUESDAY:

"Ask the Attorney” - Grace Chan
Grace will hold a round table to answer your questions.
Please come prepared to ask and to learn!
Survey Optimization: Proven Techniques to Generate Data
You Can Use - Dana Nelson-Isaacs
Many schools are now using surveys to help inform strategy.
Whether you want to learn more about constituent satisfaction,
gauge the efficacy of your admissions process, or gather
information to guide program, survey data is key to making the
right decisions for your school. In this session, we reveal the 4
essential elements of strong surveys, how to translate data into
actionable steps, and the power of variety when it comes to
formulating your enrollment strategy. You'll leave armed with the
information you need to immediately implement effective
surveys that can guide future planning for your admission process
and your school.

How to Manage Tricky Conversations and Relationships Steve Salvo
You have to give some tough feedback to a team member. What
are key tools to address the issues while maintaining your positive
working relationship? Your Head of School does not seem to
understand the importance of your voice in key decisions. How
can you navigate this dynamic in a respectful, yet assertive,
manner? The Chair of the BOT continues to “swing by” and ask for
enrollment updates even though you have asked them to
schedule an appointment. The Head of School has already been
involved. Are there strategies for handling this type of situation?
In this interactive session for more experienced professionals,
we’ll tackle topics such as giving hard feedback and managing
sticking points with your head of school or board of trustees.
Bring your tough situations for support and confidential advice!
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CONCURRENT
SESSIONS
TUESDAY CONT.:
Want to Do Something Great? Start by Embracing Change Nate Little and Joe Connolly
When your school undertakes a new initiative like improving
enrollment, increasing productivity or growing your brand, it
invariably requires changing the way people do their jobs. As
Enrollment Management professionals, you know that change
can be challenging, and if not done carefully you can disrupt your
school's culture and effect relationships. By creating a strategy to
successfully prepare, equip, and support the change you can
avoid obstacles and work with your team collectively to hit big
goals. In this ever-evolving market, change is an inevitable side
effect of helping your school succeed, so we are well served by
embracing it. Join Nate Little, CEO and Founder of SchoolAdmin
and Joe Connolly, Director of Advancement at Hillbrook School,
in this session as they dive into how to embrace and foster
change inside and outside the organization, with real-world
examples.

New-to-Admission Facilitated Discussion - led by BADA
members
Each year we offer a session for new-to-admission to address
common questions and concerns as you dip your feet into this
new territory. Please join us for this supportive and inspiring
conversation as we address topics such as career advancement,
BADA best practices, ideas for refreshing events, data
management, and anything else you desire!
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CONCURRENT
SESSIONS
WEDNESDAY:

New-to-Admission Facilitated Discussion - led by BADA
members
There is an opportunity Wednesday to join this session if you
missed it on Tuesday!

Why People Buy: The Psychology of Sales - Dana NelsonIsaacs
Have you ever felt like you are shooting in the dark when trying to
connect with prospective families? Are you spending thousands
of dollars on marketing, but are unclear about the strategy
behind those marketing messages? If so, you are probably going
to want to hear this: there is a psychology behind every buying
decision. Once you understand this, you can design all of your
marketing and personal interactions to speak specifically to the
people you are trying to attract.
In this session, we will discuss how “traditional sales” can
transform your ability to attract and convert more families than
you ever thought possible. We’ll cover the psychology of buying,
the four buying “types”, how to overcome objections, and the art
of follow up.

More Than Your Average Board Report: Telling a Beautiful
Data Story - Ryan Bowse, Ravenna Solutions
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Do you find yourself creating the same board reports year after
year? Are you looking for an easy way to create more exciting and
interesting reports that will delight your board? First, see how to
pull, compare and manipulate demographic, admission and
financial aid data in interesting ways you’ve never thought of
before. Learn how you can be more strategic and think many
steps ahead by identifying and predicting trends you see in both
your own data and data from around your region. Then, learn
how to use your data to tell a visual story. You’ll learn about some
simple design principles and free online resources that will take
your reports from ordinary to extraordinary. Walk away from this
session ready to tell a thoughtful and beautiful data story with
your next board reports.

WEDNESDAY:

CONCURRENT
SESSIONS

Roundtable Discussion for Advanced Professionals - Steve
Salvo
Bring your questions and concerns to this roundtable discussion
regarding challenges specific to the more advanced professional.
How do you manage burnout? How do you avoid being “pigeonholed” into the admission role? How do you create a culture
supportive of enrollment management? What opportunities are
available to keep your role fresh and interesting? We’ll follow the
lead of the group, so bring your ideas.

Demystifying admission data: Learn the what, why, and how
of collecting and using admission data
- Ryan Bowse, Ravenna Solutions
Learn how designing a simple data strategy around admission can
make your life easier, improve outcomes and drastically improve
your admission process. This session is designed for people new to
admission looking to get their arms around understanding
admission and enrollment data.
During this hands on session we will discuss what admission data
is important to measure, where to get it and how to manage it. We
will build strategies around how to share this data to impact
decision making.

Effective change is easy, we just make it hard! How to Have
Courageous Conversations Around Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion and Get to the Work - Collette Bowers Zinn, Zinn
Education Management
Do you find yourself creating the same board reports year after
year? Are you looking for an easy way to create more exciting and
interesting reports for your board? First, see how to pull, compare
and manipulate demographic, admission and financial aid data in
interesting ways you’ve never thought of before. Learn how you can
be more strategic and think many steps ahead by identifying and
predicting trends you see in both your own data and data from
around your region. Then, learn how to use your data to tell a visual
story. You’ll learn about some simple design principles and free
online resources that will take your reports from ordinary to
extraordinary. Walk away from this session ready to tell a
thoughtful and beautiful data story with your next board reports.
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Round table with Ryan Bowse:
At Wednesday during lunch, Ryan will host a table to
answer questions and discuss Ravenna with users. This is
not a sales meeting, rather, an opportunity for users of
Ravenna to have some face-time with Ryan.

Mentor/Mentee meeting time:
As identified in the BADA strategic plan, the board has
established a mentorship program for new members, new
directors, and new professionals. We’ve set aside lunchtime
on Tuesday for pairings to meet.

BADA Video Making:
We’ll build on the excellent video we began last year with
more interviews we can use for marketing. We’ll fit this in
between programming.
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LOCATION &
SOCIAL TIME
Earthrise Retreat Center is a special place, with beautiful
trees, walking trails, delicious and healthy food, and simple
and clean accommodations. We plan to take full advantage
of the spectacular location, with ample time to meander the
paths, enjoy the quiet beauty and spend time together. The
Symposium also affords us a time to connect or reconnect
with each other, and help us revitalize and deepen our
mindfulness and focus.
New this year: Our own Jennifer Tyler will offer bracelet
making sessions, available at various times throughout the
symposium.
And a big THANK YOU to SchoolAdmin, who is sponsoring
everyone’s favorite way to start a conference: the champagne
greeting!
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SPEAKER BIOS
Ryan Bowse, Community Brands
Ryan has worked in software for 18 years at a variety of
companies, from large organizations like Cisco Systems to small
bootstrap edtech startups. For the past 11 years, he's been
focused on the education space—most recently on the private
school market. This passion for private schools comes from
Ryan's experience attending two that changed his life, and he
remains officially active in both communities, serving on school
boards and in mentor programs.
His current responsibilities as Vice President, K-12 Software at
Community Brands has focused on Ravenna Solutions, SSS and
TADS working with schools of all shapes and sizes Ryan's
passion for his work means that he often finds himself gushing
about customers and exclaiming, "I LOVE what I do!" when
meeting new people. He also loves his other "job"—being a dad
to two young, creative and energetic boys. While originally from
Boston, Ryan now lives with his family in Mill Valley CA.

Grace Chan, Liebert Cassidy Whitmore
Grace provides client representation and legal counsel to clients
in matters pertaining to education, employment and labor law.
Grace also works extensively with private and independent
schools and is experienced in handling various employment,
student and governance issues, such as drafting employment
agreements, employee handbooks, enrollment agreements and
student handbooks, updating bylaws, and providing legal
counsel regarding risk management practices, as well as various
student issues, such as student discipline and expulsion,
disability accommodation and tuition disputes.
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Grace is a graduate of the Catholic University of America
Columbus School of Law, where she served as an Associate on
the Moot Court Association. Prior to law school, Grace earned
her Bachelor of Arts in English and American Literature (with a
minor in Political Science). Grace is admitted to the State Bar of
California as well as the District of Columbia Bar.

SPEAKER BIOS
Joe Connolly, Hillbrook School
Joe Connolly is the Chief Advancement and Enrollment
Officer at Hillbrook School in Los Gatos, CA and oversees
advancement, enrollment/admissions, alumni affairs,
communications and marketing, community involvement and
support, transportation, and summer and after-school
programs. Joe has the pleasure of leading the Office of
Advancement and Enrollment (OAE) team at Hillbrook. The
OAE team is charged with building community at Hillbrook by
filling the school and funding the school. Before taking on his
current role, Joe was the Middle School Head at Hillbrook.
Prior to joining Hillbrook, Joe served several roles, including
Dean of Students, Wellness Director, Athletic Director, Coach,
and Teacher. After a few years of teaching and coaching
directly out of college, Joe enjoyed a 20 year career as a sales
and marketing executive, including co-founding and being
CEO of two companies. Joe is also the proud grandfather of
two current Hillbrook School students.

Nate Little, SchoolAdmin
Nate Little is the CEO and co-founder of SchoolAdmin, which
provides Admission and Enrollment Management solutions
that help K-12 independent and private schools—and the
people who run them—thrive. Nate comes from a family of
educators and has long believed in the transformative power
of education. Prior to founding SchoolAdmin, Nate dedicated
his career to creating clean, intuitive software products that
truly improve people’s lives. In founding SchoolAdmin 10 years
ago, he brought his passions for education and user-friendly
software together with the mission of helping simplify school
administration. Since then, Nate has discovered an additional
passion: creating an amazing workplace—one that is high
functioning, healthy, and a lot of fun to come into every day.
Nate and his wife, Megan, have four kids, two pets and a VERY
full household in Austin, TX.
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SPEAKER BIOS
Dana Nelson-Isaacs, DNI Consulting
Dana has over twenty years of experience working within and
between all levels of administration and faculty, parents,
students, board members, and other community stakeholders
regarding a range of topics including enrollment management,
communication, marketing, and parent and student
satisfaction.
In addition to on-the-ground experience working within schools
in various admission and marketing roles at four different
institutions, Dana is an expert in market research, enrollment
feasibility studies and strategic enrollment management
projects. Additionally, she has led projects as a consultant in
areas including parent satisfaction, admission office efficiencies,
staff coaching, curriculum planning, and exit interviewing. She
has served as the inaugural BADA Coordinator since 2014.

Steve Salvo, Trinity Episcopal School
Steve serves as Assistant Head of School at Trinity Episcopal
School, a coed, independent, PK–8 day school in New Orleans,
LA. He oversees various aspects of the student experience,
including acting as Director of Admission and leading all
recruitment, re-recruitment, and marketing functions. His 20+
year career in independent schools includes experience as a
math teacher, dorm parent, coach, department chair, camp
director, and Advancement leader. Steve has presented on
various advancement-related topics at national education
conferences, including SSATB (EMA), NAIS, ERB, NAES, and
AISGW, and he consults and leads workshops for Independent
School Management (ISM, Inc.) He is a member of the Board of
Directors of the Association of Independent School Admission
Professionals (AISAP) and will become the next Head of School
at St. Mary’s Episcopal Day School in Tampa, FL beginning July 1,
2020.
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SPEAKER BIOS
Collette Bowers Zinn,
Zinn Education Management
Collette is a fourth generation educator with fifteen years of
school administrative experience. She has also trained as a
litigator who ultimately chose to take the talents she
developed in the courtroom into the education system,
hoping to make a difference. These two worlds, litigation and
education, gave rise to her philosophy and the skill set she
uses to help students reach their full potential as students, as
members of their different school cultures, and as people.
Serving as an "educational support conduit" for classroom
educators, parents, administrators, and the students they serve
is her life's passion. Collette thrives on finding innovative ways
to inspire young people to reach their potential, and she is
equally passionate when it comes to finding ways to cultivate
dynamic leaders among her fellow educators so that they are
able to better connect with and inspire their students and
their school communities. No two school days, students, or
families are alike. It is this diversity of educational experience
and environment that excites, inspires and drives her to make
each child’s journey through school as rewarding and fulfilling
as possible. Collette founded Zinn Education Management
which she created as a resource to provide a plethora of
educational consulting for schools, and educational support
for families. Collette holds an M.Ed. from Pepperdine
University, a J.D. from the University of Southern California, and
a B.A. from the University of Pennsylvania.
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Mission
The Bay Area Directors of Admission (BADA) group exists to support families and schools
in the admission process by promoting best practices, coordinated timelines, and open
communication. Members agree to collaboratively implement best practices so as to
ensure smooth, respectful and predictable admission experiences for both families and
schools. Membership is open to independent schools in the Bay Area that share and agree
to practice the mission of BADA by living the guidelines of best practices, adherence to
protocols and deadlines, and maintaining open communication.

bayareabada@gmail.com
www.issfba.org

